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Abstract—Due to widespread popularity of streaming services, many streaming clients typically compete over bottleneck links for their own bandwidth share. However, in such environments, the rate adaptation algorithms used by modern streaming clients often result in instability and unfairness, which negatively affects the playback experience. In addition, mobile clients often waste bandwidth by trying to stream excessively high video bitrates. We present and evaluate a cap-based framework in which the network and clients cooperate to improve the overall Quality of Experience (QoE). First, to motivate the framework, we conduct a comprehensive study using the lab setup showing that a fixed rate cap comes with both benefits (e.g., data savings, improved stability and fairness) and drawbacks (e.g., higher startup times and slower recovery after stalls). To address the drawbacks while keeping the benefits, we then introduce and evaluate a framework that includes (i) buffer-aware rate caps in which the network temporarily boosts the rate cap of clients during video startup and under low buffer conditions, and (ii) boost-aware client-side adaptation algorithms that optimize the bitrate selection during the boost periods. Combined with information sharing between the network and clients, these mechanisms are shown to improve QoE, while reducing wasted bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) has become the dominant approach for video delivery due to its ability to use the existing web infrastructure and to adapt to diverse network conditions for a variety of clients. Adaptation algorithms in HAS clients determine quality levels requested by clients to maintain high Quality of Experience (QoE). While QoE is a subjective measure, it is well understood that playback stalls, long startup delay and fluctuating quality levels significantly affect QoE [1], [2], [3], [4], and that QoE can be represented by objective metrics, such as visual quality (e.g., expressed as a bitrate), stalls, quality switching, and startup delay [5], [6].

While variability in link capacity can lead to stalls and unstable quality, such issues can occur even on stable links when multiple adaptive players compete for bandwidth, and some or all of them attempt video quality (bitrate) above the sustainable level [7]. In addition, some streaming services ignore client device context, such as screen size, and attempt to stream video at too high bitrates to add further utility to small screen users. This wastes bandwidth, causes unfairness and eats into users’ data on metered links, such as cellular.

To alleviate these issues, we envision a network that cooperates with the streaming clients to improve the overall QoE, while reducing wasted bandwidth. As a first step in this direction, we explore the performance tradeoffs of data rate caps that limit the maximum bandwidth of each video stream to tune the maximum quality (and video bitrate) requested by clients. Rate cap is probably the most simple, effective and scalable mechanism commonly applied in networks to control bandwidth demand [8], [9]. To fully understand the impact of rate caps on HAS video, we conduct a comprehensive study using controlled testbed experiments and simulations, with and without caps.

Our findings highlight the main benefits and drawbacks of fixed rate cap when serving HAS clients. On the positive side, fixed rate caps are shown to significantly improve fairness and stability (e.g., reduced number of quality switches, in some cases reduce the number of stalls and their durations, and reduce the bandwidth wasted on video bitrates that either exceed the sustainable playback rate or provide no additional utility on small-size screens. The main drawbacks observed are increased startup times and slower stall recovery.

Motivated by the above observations, we design a cap-based framework with boosting that leverages the advantages of caps while simultaneously alleviating the drawbacks. First, the network temporarily boosts clients during their startup phase, after a stall, and when they are under low-buffer conditions. Second, these network-side boost periods are complemented with boost-aware client-side adaptation based on optimization of QoE-related metrics. We show that temporary bandwidth boosting combined with boost-aware client-side adaptation helps reduce the startup times, speed up buffer recovery after the stall, and improve buffer occupancy.

We then focus on the impact and value of the information sharing between clients and the network. Through evaluation of several policies that differ in the degree of information sharing, we show that there are significant performance benefits from timely information sharing and cooperation. Ideally, the network should have good knowledge of clients under low-buffer conditions, while clients should have (explicit or implicit) knowledge about the caps and the boost periods, so they could optimize the use of the extra bandwidth. Our results particularly highlight the importance of clients acquiring and using information regarding caps when being boosted; e.g., as with our boost-aware adaptation algorithms.

In summary, the main contributions are: (i) a comprehensive study highlighting the benefits and drawbacks of using a fixed
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the methodology. Section III highlights the benefits and drawbacks of using a fixed rate cap. Section IV presents our boosting framework. Sections V and VI present experimental and simulation-based evaluation. Section VII discusses related works and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. Methodology and Testbed

For our evaluation, we use a combination of experiments and simulations. Simulations are used to achieve scale and experiments are used to validate results for scenarios capturing the characteristics of scenarios with different bottleneck links (e.g., server-side, backhaul network, last-hop), access technologies (e.g., WiFi or LTE), bandwidth variations (e.g., using competing players, or real-world traces), video encodings (e.g., use of different videos), and players (e.g., instrumentation and experiments using both OSMF and dash.js). Through evaluation across a wide range of scenarios and technologies, we show that the conclusions are generally applicable.

A. Experimental testbed

To capture the characteristics of different links and access technologies along the end-to-end delivery path, we set up an experimental testbed consisting of four workstations. Referring to Figure 1, PC 1 hosts four competing streaming clients and the other three machines (PCs 2, 3, and 4) are responsible for emulating the network conditions in each part of the delivery path. Dummynet [10] is used to emulate the link characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, packet delay and loss) at each link. We also configure each PC to reside in a different IP subnet.

PC 4 runs the video server, and emulates the path properties along the links connecting the server to the operator’s network. PC 3 emulates the backhaul link of the operator and implements per-client rate caps. PC 2 emulates the last-hop. To capture some key differences in modern access technologies, we apply different scheduling policies at this link. A FIFO queue is used to capture the behavior of most home WiFi routers. Individual queues for each client are used to capture the implementation by a typical LTE base station (eNodeB).

Finally, PC 1 is configured with four gigabit Ethernet cards, 8 gigabytes of RAM, and a quad-core Intel Xeon CPU. We use the IP Network Namespaces (ip-nets) package to associate metrics to an external database. Since dash.js uses a client-side JavaScript implementation, we instrument the web browser and export client-side metrics. We also perform experiments where we vary the bandwidth clients generate most of the bandwidth variations. However, we also perform experiments where we vary the bandwidth

B. Simulation setup

We developed a simulator in C++ that captures the clients’ rate adaptation, bandwidth variations, individual caps, temporary boosting, and boost-aware client-side policies. In multi-client scenarios, we assume a shared bottleneck link and use max-min fairness at all times, taking into account each client’s individual cap and whether each client is currently active or not (based on the on-off periods of chunk-based delivery). The default bitrate adaptation logic is kept simple. Each client uses an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) with $\alpha = 0.4$ to compute a historic per-chunk throughput estimate. The client then selects the highest available encoding below 80% of this estimate. Buffer thresholds are selected and used to make the same decisions that the OSMF player would make.

Bandwidth and chunk-size variations: For many of our experiments (both with testbed and simulator) competing clients generate most of the bandwidth variations. However, we also perform experiments where we vary the bandwidth

available for a client based on traces. In these cases, the clients’ maximum available bandwidth is equal to the minimum of (i) their individual rate cap and (ii) the bandwidth value in the trace. For the experiments, this value is then used to constrain each client’s maximum rate, while for the simulations, this value is used to calculate each clients’ (fair) bandwidth share.

The chunk-size variability within each video associated with Variable BitRate (VBR) encoding can cause chunk downloads to take longer than expected. To capture that not all chunks are the same size (despite having the same playback duration and encoding quality), we extracted the chunk sizes of 50 random YouTube videos and used the obtained chunk-size sequences (one for each quality level and video) in our simulations.

III. IMPACT OF A FIXED RATE CAP

This section highlights the main benefits, drawbacks, and tradeoffs when using a fixed rate cap. Throughout the section we do not modify the clients; we only consider the impact of fixed caps.

A. Experimental scenarios: Benefits and drawbacks

Figures 2 and 3 show example results with four competing OSMF and dash.js players, respectively. In both cases, the top row (a) and (b)) shows results for the no-cap case and the bottom row (c) and (d) shows results with a fixed cap. Furthermore, sub-figures (a) and (c) show the buffer occupancy over time, while sub-figures (b) and (d) show the encoding rate of the played video chunks. In these experiments, clients share a 6000 kbit/s bottleneck, and start times of sessions are staggered by 10 seconds. We compare cases without caps and with individual caps of 1500 kbit/s (on the backhaul link). This cap corresponds to the equal share of bandwidth that each client would theoretically obtain using TCP.

1) Performance benefits of caps: Several positive observations stand out. First, the use of individual caps improves playback stability. Requested bitrates highly fluctuate in the no-cap case. In contrast, the capped clients quickly reach a stable playback quality and use this quality steadily throughout the playback session. Variations like in the no-cap cases can have significant negative impact on QoE [1], [2], [3] and have previously been reported by others [7], [12].

Consequently, the buffer conditions are more stable, as clients do not try to fetch unsustainable encodings, and the need to buffer more video is alleviated. The larger initial buffer size of the first arriving dash.js client (Figure 3(a)) can be explained by lack of competition and the way the unmodified dash.js client uses throughput measurements for dynamic buffer sizing. When throughput is high, the player aims for a larger target buffer occupancy (≈ 40 seconds), while when the throughput is lower the target is 12 seconds. Here, the first client initially aims for the larger target, but must fall back to the smaller target once other clients start playback.

Second, the use of individual caps improves fairness among competing clients. For example, the first arriving client in the non-capped case unfairly obtains higher throughput and encoding quality than the other clients (e.g., more of the session at highest quality, as seen in Figure 3(b)). This type of unfairness among competing HAS players is known [3], [13], and is due to one client starting out with a larger bandwidth share combined with the conservativeness of TCP and HAS adaptation. This has a compounding (negative) effect for clients that start with the smaller bandwidth share.

Third, without caps, bandwidth variations cause a lot of wasted user data and bandwidth on downloading encodings well above clients’ fair share (1500 kbit/s) or utility threshold. This is often observed in mobile clients with small screen sizes, whose utility starts to diminish with encoding rates above 1000 kbit/s (c.f. Figure 7 and [14]).

We can conclude that with caps, stability in playback quality and buffer conditions combined with fairness improves overall user QoE. Even when bandwidth is equally shared among non-capped clients, instability causes them to play more poor quality chunks, reducing their utility. For example, in the non-capped case 23.2% of the chunks have encodings below 1124 kbit/s, compared to 6.25% with the 1500 kbit/s cap.

The above observations also hold true for other scenarios. Figure 4 shows the encoding levels observed for the corresponding LTE-based scenario, when using OSMF. The buffer
conditions (omitted) are very similar in the WiFi case.

Fourth, caps can reduce stall occurrences and (sometimes) stall durations. While (as intuition suggests) the use of caps extends the minimum time over which clients can recover from a specific stall event, we have found that use of individual caps also can help reduce stalls. One reason is that the high variability in both encodings and buffer occupancy for non-capped clients increases their likelihood to stall in the first place. Then, stalls that occur when a client downloads a large chunk (encoded at a high rate) often takes longer to recover from. This problem is illustrated by the first client (red) in Figure 5(a), who stalls for a longer period than other clients due to downloading a higher-quality chunk at the time of the stall. In this example scenario, we forced a stall by temporarily reducing the bottleneck capacity to 100 kbit/s between 60-120 seconds (instead of the default 6000 kbit/s), and the clients do not try to abort and replace the stalled chunk download with a lower quality download.

2) Performance drawbacks of caps: The primary drawbacks of fixed caps are increased startup times and slower stall recovery, caused by reduced peak download rates. We focus on startup times and note that the startup times provide insights into the stall recovery times after outages or when replacing stalled chunk downloads with lower encoding downloads.

Table I shows the average increase in startup times when using fixed caps compared to the non-capped case. We again use four competing clients with a shared server-side bottleneck of 6000 or 12000 kbit/s, and an individual cap of 1500 kbit/s. To understand the impact of competition, we stagger arrivals by 20 seconds and report the average startup times for each client over 10 runs. Results are shown both for the unmodified OSMF client and when using a pre-determined encoding quality for the initial chunk. In both cases, the player starts playback in a default fashion, after having obtained the first chunk (with a four second playback duration). Some users play a manifest-specified encoding to start (e.g., HLS), while some decide based on pre-set initial bandwidth (e.g., ExoPlayer). We also note that to maintain history of previous sessions to drive this decision.

Results for the first arriving client in Table I show the base increase in startup delay for capped clients that have no competition. The main insight is that even medium initial bitrate of 625 kbit/s can experience near doubling of startup time. Attempting higher encoding results in further significant increase. The unmodified client fares much better due to its conservative initial selection. We also note that overall increases in startup time are not as high as it might be theoretically expected. This can be explained by the combination of TCP dynamics (not all clients reaching their fair share quickly) and the ON-OFF nature of HAS allowing for a new client (often 4th) to join when an existing client is in the OFF phase.

B. Impact of fixed vs. fair-share caps

We next examine the quantitative impact of two example cap policies and a no-cap baseline on the observed benefits.

- **Fair-share cap**: Given $m$ clients, each client has an individual cap equal to $1/m^{th}$ of the bottleneck bandwidth.
- **Fixed cap**: Each client is given an individual cap equal to 1500 kbit/s, regardless of the bottleneck bandwidth.
- **No cap**: There are no individual caps.

While variations of these policies can be implemented in networks, here we use them to study the impact of selecting different sized caps. For example, with $m=4$, when the shared bottleneck is smaller (larger) than 6000 kbit/s, the **fixed cap** of 1500 kbit/s is above (below) the fair share. Similarly, when the shared bottleneck is smaller (larger) than 6000 kbit/s, the **fair-share cap** is below (above) 1500 kbit/s.

The **fair-share cap** policy avoids bandwidth waste on downloading chunks of higher than sustainable encoding rates when clients share bandwidth fairly. This bandwidth is better used to reduce the number of poor quality chunks and to maintain stability. Motivated by this observation, we introduce the **wasted fair-share volume** metric, which measures the fraction of bytes delivered at encoding rate higher than the fair-share.

The **fixed cap** policy is motivated by the diminishing utility observed by small screen clients (e.g., mobile phones) with encodings above 1000 kbit/s (c.f. Figure 7 or [14]). Motivated by this limitation of the human eye, we also introduce the **wasted small-screen volume** metric, which measures the fraction of bytes delivered with encodings above 1500 kbit/s.

Figure 6 shows the average (a) buffer size, (b) number of switches, (c) wasted fair-share and small-screen volume, across different bandwidth levels. The results represent averages over 50 simulation runs (each with different videos). We note that the **fair-share cap** and **fixed cap** are identical when the shared bottleneck is 6000 kbit/s. On the left-hand-side of this point, the **fair share** is more restrictive and on the right-hand-side, the **fixed cap** is more restrictive.

To maintain similar average buffers across policies and conditions (Figure 6(a)), the capped clients require significantly fewer encoding switches (Figure 6(b)) and the number of switches is typically the lowest for the more restrictive of the two policies. Again, the use of caps helps improve stability. The lack of cap (i.e., no cap policy curves) can result in a lot of wasted bandwidth (Figure 6(c)). We note that these
values are conservative. For example, in the default case (with 6000 kbit/s), we compute a 22.1% saving if all chunks with encodings higher than 1500 kbit/s instead were to be delivered using 1500 kbit/s encodings. This corresponds to our wasted data. However, in our test case, the highest encoding rate below 1500 kbit/s is 1124 kbit/s. Taking this into account, in practice, 30.2% of the bandwidth could actually have been saved if simply selecting these chunks at the 1124 kbit/s encoding.

To put the savings into further perspective, we note that the chunks encoded at rates larger than the fair share (here, equal to 1500 kbit/s) make up 54.2% of the total delivered data.

When discussing users’ QoE, multiple dimensions must be taken into account, including: (i) stall metrics such as stall occurrences and durations, (ii) playback utility metrics based on encoding rates of individual chunks, and (iii) playback quality fluctuations. In the above experiments we did not observe stalls, and since we thus far in the paper primarily have focused on (i) and (iii), we now turn our attention to (ii). When discussing playback utility, we associate each chunk with an individual utility, using the utility function proposed by Vleeschauwer et al. [14]:

$$f(q) = \beta \left( \frac{q}{\theta} \right)^{1-\alpha} - 1 \right) / (1 - \alpha),$$  

where $\alpha > 1$, $\beta > 0$ and $\theta > 0$ are screen dependent parameters. Figure 7 shows the example utility functions used in our evaluation for (i) small screen clients ($\alpha=2$, $\beta=7$, $\theta=0.1$ Mbps), and (ii) large screen clients ($\alpha=2$, $\beta=10$, $\theta=0.2$ Mbps). Clearly, there are diminishing returns to downloading higher encoding rates $q$, and low encoding rates should be avoided to maintain a high minimum utility. Again, caps help significantly here, as (indirectly) implied by fewer encoding switches (Figure 6(b)) and less wasted data (Figure 6(c)). Another way to measure the encoding-related utility is the average utility across all played chunks (ignoring encoding switches), shown in Figure 8. In general, the encoding-related utility differences between the policies are small, especially for the small screen case, and in practice, these small utility gains are typically substantially outweighed by the added benefits observed by capped clients.

C. Impact of cap location

We have also evaluated the use of fixed caps at different bottleneck links using our experimental testbed as well as simulations. While these results are omitted due to space, we have found that (i) the impact of the cap location is relatively minor, and (ii) the simulation results align well with our testbed experiments, despite not capturing all the subtleties of TCP behavior, and therefore resulting in less extreme instabilities and unfairness for the non-capped clients.

D. Real-world LTE experiments

We validate the data saving and stability on real commercial apps, from two VoD and two Live services, by capping per-client throughput at 1500 kbit/s. Four mobile devices (Samsung J7 running Android 7.0) are set up to use a Squid proxy over a cellular LTE network. The clients are started staggered 10-20 seconds, and then restarted periodically to create more startup measurements. The proxy applies the individual rate caps, limits the overall link capacity at 6 Mbit/s, and collects traces of the devices’ HTTP traffic. Metrics for startup times, bitrates, and rebuffer ratios are extracted as outlined by Mangla et al. [15]. All apps use HLS with audio and video muxed into the same stream, but use different bitrates and chunk durations. Live1 is a major TV channel, Live2 is a major TV broadcaster, VoD1 is a major sports channel, and VoD2 is a major TV broadcaster. Table II summarizes these results.

We find that the cap prevents higher bitrates (above 1500 kbit/s) from being delivered, as expected. This yields savings of 9-32% on data compared to the uncapped case with 6 Mbit/s. By removing the highest bitrates and competition between players, switching improves by 33-97% for three of the services (with one service increasing the switching by 2.5%). This qualitatively confirms our testbed findings on data savings and stability. Furthermore, for the three services with substantial stability improvements, the cap reduces the number of stalls by 78-100% and the rebuffering ratio by 86-100%, at the expense of increased startup times (by 11-77%).

Large-scale benefits of rate caps on data savings can also be derived from recent work [15], using the observation that some video services internally cap bitrates delivered to clients, while others do not. Services that cap bitrates on a cellular network can have up to 50% lower bandwidth usage [15], without losing the visual quality on small screens [14].

IV. BANDWIDTH BOOSTING

Thus far, we have shown that rate caps come with several benefits (e.g., improved stability, fairness, less wasted bandwidth, sometimes fewer and shorter stalls), but also some drawbacks (e.g., increased startup times and slower stall recovery). To address these drawbacks while further
reducing stall occurrences, we introduce two mechanisms: (i) temporary boosting, and (ii) boost-aware client-side rate adaptation (boost-aware adaptation). The idea of temporary boosting is simple. When a client starts viewing a video or otherwise drains its buffer, the network temporarily increases its individual cap. The boost-aware adaptation modifies the player’s encoding selections to optimize the use of extra bandwidth during the boost period. Together, these mechanisms help reduce startup times, improve stall recovery times, and provide healthier buffer conditions (through faster buffer fill), effectively also improving the protection against stalls.

### A. Information sharing vs. inference

For efficient implementation of the above mechanisms the client and network need to share (or in other ways extract) information regarding buffer conditions and boost periods so that (i) the network can determine appropriate times and magnitudes to boost clients, and (ii) the clients have the necessary information to optimize use of this extra bandwidth.

**Player-to-network sharing:** To correctly apply boosting, the network needs to “know” when clients have low buffers. Ideally, clients would share this information with the network using existing [16] or custom-made protocols. Using BUFFEST [17] and similar systems [18], [19], [20], [21], this information can be also inferred from network traffic, even when encrypted, with reduced but acceptable accuracy. These systems can extract low-buffer signals on their own or verify the signals submitted by players claiming low buffers.

**Network-to-player sharing:** Clients can benefit substantially from information that the network can provide. For example, without knowing their individual caps, clients may download encodings higher than their regular caps (during boost periods), hurting long-term performance. Naturally, any protocol that allows the network to communicate with clients can be extended to include this information. In our implementation of boost-aware adaptation (Section IV-B), we assume that the network explicitly notifies clients about when, by how much, and for how long they are boosted. We also note that HAS clients are in fact well-equipped to recognize caps and boost periods via their historical throughput measurements, especially if they are consistently applied. We next evaluate potential benefits of boosting with different levels of cooperation, but leave the mechanisms and implementations by which this cooperation is achieved for future work.

### B. Client-side behavior with boosting

To take full advantage of the extra bandwidth during boost periods, clients should perform careful encoding selection, leveraging both local information (e.g., “Client” rows in Table III) and network information, either shared or inferred (e.g., “Network” rows in Table III).

First, the client should limit buffer filling to the maximum buffer threshold $B$ (unless still boosted when reaching this threshold). Assuming that the current buffer is $B_0$ and each chunk has a play duration of $T_e$, a bound on the number of chunks $n$ that the client should aim to download during the remaining boost time $\delta$ can then be calculated as:

$$n \leq (B - B_0 + \delta)/T_e. \quad (2)$$

Second, the client should not waste bandwidth on encodings greater than the encoding that the (regular) rate cap allows. Therefore, assuming that the cap is $C$ and the next $n$ chunk requests are enumerated 1 through $n$, we have:

$$q_i \leq \max_l(Q_l|Q_l \leq C), \quad 1 \leq i \leq n. \quad (3)$$

Third, since it is important that clients quickly recover from low buffer conditions and frequent encoding fluctuations should be avoided, it is advantageous to plan for monotonically non-decreasing encodings during the boost period:

$$q_1 \leq q_2 \leq \ldots \leq q_n \leq \max_l(Q_l|Q_l \leq C). \quad (4)$$

This allows the clients to quickly build up a buffer safety margin, while also satisfying constraint (3).

Fourth, a client should not plan to exceed the current estimated throughput $X$ (estimated as the boosted cap $C^+$ when no chunk has been downloaded during the boost period) during the remaining boost period $\delta$:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i T_e \leq \delta X. \quad (5)$$

Given the above constraints, in the following, we describe three candidate policies that a client can apply when selecting the encoding of the next chunk to download.

**Greedy fixed quality:** The client first determines the largest possible number of chunks $n$ that satisfies constraint (2) and is feasible according to the constraint (5) using some minimum quality $Q_1$. Then, given this $n$, the client picks the largest possible encoding level $l$ that satisfies constraint (4) and is feasible within the remaining download budget, as determined by constraint (5). The solution to this problem can be computed in $O(\log(L))$ using a binary search on feasible $n$ and $l$, where $L$ is the number of available encodings.

**Maximum encoding quality:** Similar to the first policy, we first greedily determine the maximum number of chunks to download during the remaining boost duration, which satisfies constraint (2). Second, we solve the following optimization problem: maximize $\sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i$, subject to constraints (4) and (5).
Multi-objective quality: Finally, we consider a more generalized formulation that weighs different objectives into a combined objective function:

$$\text{maximize } \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \alpha B_i + (1-\alpha) f(q_i) - \beta |f(q_i) - f(\max(Q_i|Q_i \leq C))| - \gamma |B_i - B^*| \right)$$

Here, $B_i = B_0 + iT_C - \sum_{j=1}^{i} \frac{q_j T_C}{\lambda}$ is the estimated (predicted) buffer level after chunk $i$ has been downloaded, and we use a parameter $\alpha$ to weigh the relative importance of maximizing the average buffer size $\frac{1}{n} \sum B_i$ and the average encoding utility $\frac{1}{n} \sum f(q_i)$, where $f(q_i)$ is the utility function (1). Parameters $\beta$ and $\gamma$ give more/less (relative) weight to the secondary objectives of ramping up the encodings so to be as close to the ideal steady-state encoding $\max(Q_i|Q_i \leq C)$, when operating under the cap $C$, and to fill the buffer near target buffer size $B^*$. In our experiments, this is typically equal to the upper buffer threshold $\overline{B}$ in OSMF, or the average expected buffer in the steady state; i.e., $(\overline{B} + \overline{B})/2$, where $\overline{B}$ is the lower buffer threshold in OSMF.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BOOSTING

A. Illustrative example of the boosting framework

We have implemented the above policies in OSMF. As the first validation, we use a simple “near-outage” scenario. We have used real bandwidth traces [22] combined with an individual cap of 1500 kbit/s. We add a 20-second near-outage between 60 and 80 seconds, during which we set the client’s cap to 50 kbit/s, followed by a $\delta$=25 second boost period, where the individual cap is temporarily increased to $C^+=$2500 kbit/s. Figure 9 illustrates this scenario for an example client using multi-objective quality. Throughout the evaluation, unless stated otherwise, we run this policy with $\alpha=0.5$, $\beta=1$, $\gamma=1$, and $B^+=$$\overline{B}$. As per design, the client selects encodings such that it quickly refills the buffer and uses increasingly higher encodings, aiming to fill the buffer at the end of the boost period (in this case somewhat over-shooting).

The three boost-aware policies (as per design) make somewhat different tradeoffs between the buffer size progression during the boost period and the encoding selection. As desired, the multi-objective quality policy is typically the fastest to ramp up the buffer size and therefore spends the least amount of time with a small buffer (e.g., below 10 or 20 seconds). To achieve this, it typically uses lower encodings at the start of the boost period. The other policies prioritize average encodings (in their objective functions) at the expense of slower buffer progression (and hence also lower buffer levels). These relative differences are illustrated in Figure 10. Here, we show the CDFs of the buffer size and selected encodings during the boost period for each of the three policies, as observed over 10 runs using different bandwidth traces (but the same near-outage and boost period as in the original example).

B. Startup improvement with boosting

As desired, boosting improves the video startup times that increased under the fixed cap. Table IV summarizes the normalized reduction in startup times when using multi-objective quality. Here, four clients with 1500 kbit/s caps start playback staggered by 20 seconds and each client is boosted for 20 seconds during the startup phase.

The normalized reduction in startup times allows for easier comparison to the increases due to fixed caps (shown in Table I), and we calculate it as follows. We take the absolute increase in startup time under a fixed cap for a certain encoding rate of initial chunks (e.g., 144 or 625 kbit/s), and divide it by the startup times in the corresponding non-capped case. With this normalization, we can directly compare the decreases in Table IV (emphasized with negative signs) with the increases in Table I (emphasized with plus signs). Specifically, the change for boosted clients relative to non-capped clients is equal to the sum of the values extracted from the two tables. For the boost-aware adaptation policies, the initial chunk requests may differ between sessions. Therefore, the 144 kbit/s values provide a pessimistic lower bound on the improvements.

Overall, we find that boosting helps recover most of the increase in startup delays, and sometimes even improves over the non-capped case. These results clearly show that boosting can substantially help, even when there is competition (as for the third and fourth arriving clients). For example, with a 625 kbit/s boost and a 6000 kbit/s shared bottleneck, the first and fourth arriving clients see on average a reduction by -94.8% and -71.9%, respectively, compared to the capped clients with
625 kbit/s encoding for the initial chunks. Comparing to average increases of +92.0% and +52.7% with cap, only moderate boosting is needed for the boost-aware system to outperform the non-capped clients. While additional boosting is needed to recover most of the increases for capped clients that always start from 144 kbit/s, a boost magnitude of +2500 kbit/s provides very similar startup times to the corresponding non-capped client. For example, the first and fourth client recover -20.2% of +21.1% and -26.4% of +25.9%, respectively. The LTE and WiFi results are consistent, with LTE experiments having \( \approx 2.9\% \) longer startup times than WiFi, on average.

Looking beyond the initial chunk(s), temporary boosting combined with boost-aware adaptation can further help build up a fair sized buffer relatively quickly without sacrificing video quality. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the evolution of the average buffer size over time and the encoding CDF for an LTE client during the first 20 seconds. The corresponding results for WiFi (omitted) are similar.

Here, we compare the three boost-aware client-side adaptation policies head-to-head, but also include results for two additional baseline policies. In the uncooperative client case, the client completely ignores all cap or boost information and instead downloads chunks as it normally would according to the HAS player’s default adaptation algorithm, including the boost period. In the no boosting case, no boosting is provided by the network and the client simply goes back to using the HAS player’s default adaptation algorithm. The healthiest buffer levels are observed when boosting is combined with the multi-objective quality policy. As expected, non-boosted and uncooperative clients perform the worst, showing that boosting is mostly wasted if clients do not cooperate. This strengthens the argument that cooperation between the clients and network is needed to achieve the best possible performance.

### C. Boost settings: duration and magnitude

The boost duration and magnitude impact the boost’s effectiveness. Figure 12 presents buffer size results for example boost durations and (extra) boost magnitudes in LTE experiments. WiFi results (omitted) are similar. Here, Figure 12(a) shows CDFs of the buffer occupancy during the boost periods and Figure 12(b) shows the average buffer values as a function of time. In all experiments, there are four competing clients with a shared bottleneck of 6000 kbit/s and individual caps of 1500 kbit/s. Furthermore, for one of the clients we introduce a 25 second near-outage (with 50 kbit/s) at the 20 second mark and then boost the client at the 45 second mark, when the buffer typically has fallen to (or roughly below) 10 seconds. We again present results only for multi-objective quality.

To allow comparisons of the impact of boost parameters, we carefully picked six example cases. Three of them have the same (extra) boost magnitude (measured as the difference between the boosted and non-boosted cap; i.e., \( C^+ - C \)) of 2500 kbit/s, three have the same duration of 10 seconds, and three have the same time-aggregate boost (as calculated over the boost period; i.e., \( \delta(C^+ - C) \)) of 12500 kbit.

The boost magnitude is important for fast stall recovery. For example, the 2500 kbit/s boosts always provide faster buffer buildup during the first 5 seconds of the boosts than the 1250 kbit/s and 625 kbit/s boosts. In fact, with the 2500 kbit/s boost, we are able to get back to the original buffer level within 10 seconds. With smaller boosts it takes longer. While the boost duration (e.g., when keeping the extra magnitude equal to 2500 kbit/s) does not impact the initial speed with which the buffer grows (Figure 12(b)), we have found that longer duration boosts can be valuable if aiming for a large buffer at the end of the boost (e.g., right-most points in Figure 12(a)). Furthermore, comparing the three 2500 kbit/s curve after 20 seconds (at the 65 second mark), when only one of the 2500 kbit/s boosts are still active, we see a clear ordering of the corresponding buffer sizes, with the 20 seconds boost providing by far the largest buffer of these three. The observations are consistent across both WiFi (omitted) and LTE.

Finally, we note that we have achieved further speedups in the buffer recovery (for a given boost) with the help of a scheduler that temporarily gives more weight to the boosted client’s video flow. However, this type of boosting is highly speculative since commodity base stations currently cannot distinguish application layer characteristics in traffic. These results are therefore omitted due to lack of space. Yet, we argue that this framework could be a good platform for such optimization if similar functionality is made available in 5G and future WiFi base stations.

## VI. SIMULATION-BASED EVALUATION OF BOOSTING

To evaluate the long-term dynamics of cap-based boosting we use simulations with four active clients. Each client plays videos back-to-back for a total of 150 viewings per client. When a client completes the playback of one video, it randomly picks another from a set of 50 videos. For each video, we keep track of the exact chunk sizes (extracted from 50 YouTube videos), playback position, and playback duration. All clients are capped at 1500 kbit/s with a shared bottleneck of 6000 kbit/s. For one in every four viewings, we then introduce a 20 second (complete) outage at a random time during the session (forcing low buffer conditions). At times

### Evaluation Results

The evaluation results show significant improvements in buffer occupancy and video quality under boost-aware adaptation. The multi-objective quality policy, which combines buffer size optimization with quality adaptation, yields the best performance. The results highlight the importance of proper boost duration and magnitude selection for effective buffer management and video quality enhancement.

### Conclusion

Boosting is a powerful technique for improving video streaming performance. The combination of boost-aware adaptation and multi-objective quality policies can significantly reduce buffer size and delay, enhancing overall user experience. Future work should focus on integrating these strategies with emerging network technologies, such as 5G and WiFi 6, to further improve video streaming performance in various network conditions.
when the buffer falls below 10 seconds, the network boosts the client to 2500 kbit/s for 25 seconds, and the client uses the boost-aware adaptation algorithms, when applicable.

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the CDFs of the buffer size and the requested encodings observed during the boost period, respectively, for each of the above policies. In addition to the *uncooperative client* and *no boosting* baselines, we also include baseline results with an *uncooperative client that knows C* and therefore restrains itself from downloading chunks at encoding higher than $\max_i(Q_i / Q_1 \leq C)$, but otherwise applies the HAS player’s default adaptation algorithm. When interpreting these results it is important to note that the simulations do not capture all the subtle interactions between TCP and (competing) HAS players, and that our fixed-cap validation results (mostly omitted) have shown that the simulator provides conservative estimates of the improvements of fixed rate caps. To support the claim that the differences observed with simulations are conservative, we include simulation results for the requested encoding rates (Figure 14) for the same scenario as our original OSMF experiments (Figure 2). Similar reasons explains the smaller differences between the boost-aware policies observed here vs. testbed. Yet, the simulation validate the relative performance tradeoffs between the policies. For example, while the differences are smaller between the policies than in the more realistic testbed experiments, the relative performance tradeoffs are the same and the largest buffer improvements (e.g., relative to non-boosted clients) are observed with the boost-aware policies.

The boost-aware policies all perform relatively similar, with only smaller variations in their relative tradeoffs. Throughout the 150 viewings per policy, we only observed a single stall per policy. Similar observations can be made from the average buffer conditions as a function of the time since the boost period begun, shown in Figure 15. This figure also shows how *multi-objective quality*, as per design, most quickly builds up the buffer during the initial part of the boost period. Quickly filling a buffer as a safety margin is important, as it can reduce stall duration and speed up recovery. Finally, we note that selecting a large $\gamma$ (compared to $\beta$) with *multi-objective quality*, further stresses the importance to quickly ramp up the buffer size (Figure 16), at the expense of a few extra low-encoding chunks at the start.

VII. RELATED WORK

Unstable quality and unfair sharing of bottleneck bandwidth are known to affect HAS clients, commonly occurring when HAS flows compete with each other or with background traffic [7], [12]. Prior works include client-, network-, and server-based approaches to address these problems. The *client-based* techniques attempt to address the issue using robust quality adaptation algorithms [3], [23], [11] and better bandwidth estimation [24]. Neither of these fully solve the instability at scale. Network-based and server-based solutions include server-based shaping [7], cooperative proxy-caches [25], [26], network-assisted prioritization [27], and network-assisted quality selection [28]. *Server-based* approaches are complex to implement in today’s CDN-based HAS delivery, where edge nodes would need to maintain shaping profiles for many clients, since they typically serve the same content across different networks (Tier 1-3 ISPs) and last mile technologies (WiFi, LTE, Ethernet).

Closely related to our paper are works focusing on *network-side* solutions. The centralized control architecture of SDN is proposed to facilitate dynamic shaping of flows [29], [30], [31], [32]. However, these solutions require converting current carrier networks to an SDN architecture and adding new HAS-specific network elements, which is not realizable in the short term. While solutions implemented in gateway modems and routers can solve issues related to stability and fairness, such solutions do not address competition with other clients in upstream links [12]. Several network-based approaches optimize the rate adaptation across multiple parallel clients [33], [14] or the bandwidth share given to each client [34]. However, they lack experimental evaluation with real clients and live network deployments. While some of them suggest bandwidth shaping at cellular base stations [14], [34], the actual impact on real traffic is unknown. The practicality of such approach is also very low, since current standards do not include visibility into transport or higher layers by cellular base stations, nor do current implementations have such capabilities.

In contrast to these works, we first measure the impact of simple rate caps on HAS traffic in a real cellular network and report their implications at scale, finding both benefits and drawbacks. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to propose and study the performance of rate boosting in a cooperative cap-based system. Our solution proposes improvements
suitable for current traffic management practices, reducing the step to actual deployment, but is also applicable to future design with potential additions of new network elements.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes client-network cooperative boosting as a framework for improving HAS video streaming under rate caps, as commonly deployed in today’s networks. We first conduct a comprehensive study of the rate cap impact on HAS videos, which spans testbed experiments using multiple players, trace-driven simulations, and passive measurements from a real-world test deployment. We identify that the impact of fixed caps in a cellular network is largely positive, with improved playback and buffer stability, as well as data savings, but the drawbacks include slower startup and stall recovery, as well as slow buffer fill. To address the key shortcomings, we develop a cooperative rate-boosting approach, where the network boosts the cap when clients need it. Using experiments and simulations, we demonstrate the increasing benefit of boosting with increased information exchange between the client and network. We also propose a client-side rate adaptation algorithm to optimize the benefit of boosting, which recovers all startup impairments and improves user experience, while eliminating wasted bandwidth and hence reducing cost for both users and the network.
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